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I work as a program manager on the executive program of the transboundary IWRM of the river Vecht. The title says river and environment. In both twinnings we found out that only when you expand the field of cooperation and make it a interal development, you find enough common ground to cooperate. 
My back background is a technical study and lateron I studied change management. As a pioneer of a cross border cooperation, I learned through experience how to manage such a complicated field. 
The first time I went to our neighbouring country with a plan of river restoration that affected them as well, I was well prepared, I thought. I studied their legislation, practiced the language, and calculated the effects we had on their teritory. I took all my evidence that the effects would be minimum. I started to talk with farmers and municipalities. At the time I reached the province administration, they were furious and confused. Furious because I  
 violated many written and unwritten rules. I had interpretated the words in the legislation and the way to act from my dutch experience, which seems very similar, but in details is very different. For examplte in the Nehterlands the organisation that takes the initiatieve, has to discuss this with all stakeholders. In Lower Saxony that is the taks of the competent autority. They were confused because the way we calculated effects was completely different. So in stead of evidence, I came up with results that made them suspitious. You can imagine it took several years of hard work before we had a true cooperation.
We learned that differences of state borders must nog be ignored or just been steped over. They are thresholds that need to be evened, or when that is nog possible realy be taken as barriers.
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I stand here on behalf of two twinnings, One in Europe and one in Africa. So imagine six people standing here. 
Besides the twinning between bordering nations, there are twinnings between european and african organisations within the riverbasin. The subjects of the African-European twinning are about capacity building, riverbasin plans including stakholder participation and sanitation projects.
The twinning between south african Inkomati cma and the Dutch Groot salland regional water authority expanded because the problems they faced, could not be solved alone. This  started the exchange of knowlegde and experience between the two Remco’s, river and enviromental management cooperation.  
For the last five years we meet every year during a week with the pioneers of all countries involved to discuss our progress, exchange experiences in the projects and management and new found knowlegde on cross border coopeation.
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The name Remco is not just an abrevation. One of the first times the African twinning was visiting the european twinning, we went on a cow safari. The europeans thought that is a bit a ridicule thing to do. In africa you go on a safari, in the Netherlands, there are hardly any wild anaimals and the cows stand in fields with barbed wire fences. Well there was one farm where the cows roamed a bit free in a larger area. We visited that farm and heard the story of remco. Remco was a bull of a race that is tough, give good meat but not highly produtive in milk. Remco was standing at one side of the river. At the other side there were cows grazing. Highly productive milk cows. And remco fell in love with one of the cows. One night he swam over the 50 meter wide river to visit his love. You can imagine both farmes were amased and not very happy the next moring. This romantic story appealed to the whole group and especialle to a few African ladies, always in search of romance. This story of remco gave our twinnings their name and is one of our stories told when we meet. Building history together and bonding of the pioneers is a crusial part of cross border cooperation.  



Incomati Vecht
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Both rivers are very different. The incomati riverbasin has problems with droughts, the river Vecht with floods. In the incomati there are dams for dirstribution of water and electricity. In the river vecht there are weirs for steering the waterdischarge. By discussing the cross border management and cooperation, we came to know a few important aspects of cross border cooperation. We found out that managing floods or droughts follow het same principles. We found that stakeholderparticipation is not that dependant on culture and is a crucial part of getting measures taken in the field. A last one I will mention is that we found it is no point waiting for the differences between countries to disappear. For example  when you want to wait till the organisation of public adminsitration is at the same level before you can start working together, you can wait forever.



Key lessons from the two twinnings

Keep it regional
Just start cooperating
Pioneers in every country are essential
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This brings us to some key lessons we learned on the job. Firs keep it regional. By taken a subjects to the national level, the approaches on both side of the border will differ and you will lose the joint approach or river basin strategy.
Start working together as soon as you see an opportunity and let the cooperation grow while working on issues that are at hand on both sides of the border. 
A twinning will function as soon as you find pioneers in every country that is capable (in water management an cooperatioin skills) and committed to the area and the subject.
These lessons are elaborated in our book Crossing Borders, creating and managing cross-border regional alliances. A result of our management innovation program.
Developing successful cross-border cooperation is a complex process in which various diverging aspects are simultaneously in play. Crossing Borders is the very first book that addresses all these aspects in their mutual correlation. The book provides not only insight in the theoretical backgrounds of the subject, but also highlights the concrete, practical implementation. 
The content of Crossing Borders is based on the Crossing Borders theory which was the final thesis by Jan van der Molen in 2011 when he promoted at the University of Twente in the Netherlands. The book is supplemented with examples from the broad practical experiences of both authors. Jan van der Molen and Hannah Ietswaart work for the Dutch water board Velt & Vecht, a regional governmental organization in the area of water management. They provide policy-oriented consultation in various cross-border cooperative processes, such as the Dutch-German future vision on management of the river Vecht. 
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We made the book available freely through the Internet for the whole world. This does not only ensure the broadest possible audience, but offers the interactive Crossing Borders Academy as a platform for interaction between international practitioners, scientists, students and other interested parties. On the website www.crossingbordersacademy.org opinions and questions can be exchanged and all involved can benefit from experiences and research by others. So we welcome all to continue our discussions on the website cb-academy.org
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